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ABSTRACT
Recent advancements in the radioactive-ion beams facilities around the world have enabled us to
explore many new elements in the nuclear chart. Many of the nuclei predicted in the stability
valley have also been confirmed experimentally. The separation energy of last nucleon decreases
as we move away from line of stability and it disappears at the drip line. The quest to understand
the structure of nuclei at the neutron-drip line had led to the discovery of unexpected exotic
structures of halo nuclei. The study of halo nuclei provides an opportunity to examine the
interaction between the neutrons in a very low density and nearly proton-free environment. In
one of our earlier study, the effect of halo structure on the fusion cross sections was studied and
the study revealed that the extended halo radii affect significantly the barrier heights as well as
fusion probabilities. Here, we aim to study the role of surface energy coefficient in the fusion
reactions induced by halo projectiles by using a proximity-based potential. Different versions of
Aage Winther (AW95) potential have been used to account for different surface energy effects.
The fusion reactions induced by neutron-halo (6He) and proton-halo (8B) projectiles have been
analyzed.
Key Words: Proximity-based potential, Halo nucleus, Surface energy coefficient.

INTRODUCTION
A halo nucleus, as the name given by Hansen and Jonson [1], consists of a core and extremely
weakly-bound neutrons/protons in the classically forbidden region around it. These halo
neutrons/protons have maximum probability of being located at distances much larger than the
usual nuclear radius and hence, have very less separation energy. The average nucleon separation
energy in a stable nucleus is about 6-8 MeV, which however, in case of halo nucleus is close to 1
MeV. These exotic nuclei have a wider density distribution and narrower momentum distribution
as compared to the stable nuclei. The most studied neutron-halo nuclei are 6He, 11Li and 11Be due
to availability of these beams with good intensity and variable energies. In addition to neutron
halos, other nuclei at drip line are protons halos, which are less available due to the presence of
repulsive Coulomb field. Some of the proton-halo nuclei are 8B, 17F etc. In one of our study [2],
it has been shown that the major factor responsible for enhancing the fusion yield in the reactions
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involving proton-halo projectiles is their extended size. However, in case of reactions involving
neutron-halo projectiles, strong size effects mainly contributes in the break-up process or transfer
process rather then the fusion yield. Hence, the effect of extended sizes or halo structures on the
fusion probabilities in case of halo nuclei strongly depends upon the nature of the halo nuclei i.e.
proton halo or neutron halo.
The study by Dutt and Puri [3] and later by Gharaei and Ghodsi [4] have revealed that surface
energy coefficient influences the fusion barrier by significant amount. These studies showed that
different values of surface energy coefficients play an important role in the fusion reactions
induced by strongly as well as weakly-bound projectiles. Motivated by these studies, we have
attempted to study the role of surface energy coefficient in the fusion reactions induced by
neutron-halo (6He) and proton-halo (8B) projectiles.

METHODOLOGY
Two different approaches macroscopic as well as microscopic are available in the literature for
calculating the real part of the optical potential, which is significant for describing processes like
fusion/fission reactions. A macroscopic approach considers the gross properties of nuclei as done
in liquid drop model. Based upon this approach, the proximity potential is the widely used
potential in the nuclear collisions.
The proximity potential is based on the theorem which states that “the force between two gently
curved surfaces in close proximity is proportional to the interaction potential per unit area
between two flat surfaces” [5]. The origin of this potential is proximity force. These attractive
forces come into play when two surfaces are brought in close contact (within a distance
comparable with the surface thickness i.e. 2 - 3 fm). According to Blocki et al. [5], the
proximity potential can be expressed as a product of simple geometrical factor and an universal
function. The geometrical factor depends on the masses of the colliding nuclei, whereas
universal function is independent of the features of the colliding nuclei. It, instead, depends on
the separation distance (s). The proximity potential can be written as:
VN Prox. 77 (RP+RT+s) = 4πγβ C ɸ (δ) MeV,

(1)

where„s ‟ is the distance between two surfaces. The surface energy coefficient (γ) is taken from
the Lysekil mass formula, which has the form:
γ = γ0 [1- K s I2] MeV/fm2,

(2)

where (γ0 = 0.9517 MeV/fm2) is the surface energy constant and K s (= 1.7826) is the surface
asymmetry constant. The parameter I (=[N-Z]/[N+Z]) represents the neutron excess content,
where N and Z being the total neutron and proton number, respectively. The parameter β in the
Eq. (1) represents surface width and is taken to be close to unity. With the passage of time, many
new modifications were suggested in the proximity potential [6][7].
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Proximity Type Parameterized Potentials: Many authors parameterized their potentials in the
proximity fashion, where nucleus-nucleus potentials were expressed as a product of geometrical
factor and universal function [8][9]. One of such attempts which is widely used in the literature
is Aage Winther Potential (AW 95) as discussed below:
1. AW 95: Aage Winther [8] adjusted the parameters of the nucleus-nucleus interaction
potential, which was based on the Woods-Saxon parameterization, by fitting the experimental
data for heavy-ion elastic scattering. For further reading, reader is referred to Ref. [7].
In the present study, different values of surface energy coefficients (γ-MN76, γ-MN95, γ-MS00
and γ-PD03) are used in the proximity based potential due to AW 95 to account for different
surface energy effects. These modified versions of AW 95 are described below:
2. AW 95 (γ-MN76): This modified version utilizes the values of surface energy coefficient
given by Möller and Nix [10]. Here γ0 = 1.460734 MeV/fm2 and K s = 4.0.
3. AW 95 (γ-MN95): Later on, values of γ0 and K s were refitted by using better mass formula
due to Möller et al. [11]. This new set of values reads as γ0 = 1.25284 MeV/fm2 and Ks = 2.345.
4. AW 95 (γ-MS00): This modified version uses the form of surface energy coefficient given by
Myers and Swiatecki [12]. This form of surface energy coefficient depends upon the neutron
skin of the two colliding nuclei.
5. AW 95 (γ-PD03): This modified version utilizes the surface energy coefficients given by
Pomorski and Dudek [13], which also includes different curvature effects in the liquid drop
model. This study provided the values of 1.08948 MeV/fm2 and 1.9830 for coefficients γ0 and
Ks, respectively. All these values are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: The calculated values of surface energy coefficient γ (MeV/fm2) using different modified versions.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using these different values of surface energy coefficients, the barrier heights are calculated for
the reactions of 6He + 209Bi and 8B + 58Ni by using standard radii (AW 95) and by including
halo radii extracted from the cross section measurements (AW 95halo) and are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: The calculated barrier heights (in MeV) for the reactions induced by neutron- and proton-halo
projectiles corresponding to different modified versions (including different values of surface energy
coefficient γ). Calculations for standard radii nuclei are done by using AW 95, whereas calculations in halo
nuclei case are done by using AW 95halo.

From the table, we see that the fusion barrier heights are lowest for the cases with largest value
of surface energy coefficient. This trend is observed in both cases i.e. calculations involving
standard radius as well as halo radius. Also, the barrier heights corresponding to the halo radius
are lower compared to those in the case of standard radius.
In Figs. 1 (a) and (b), the nuclear potentials VN (MeV) are displayed as a function of inter
nuclear distance R (fm) for the reactions of 6He + 209Bi and 8B + 58Ni, respectively. The pink
(dotted), black (dashed), navy (dash-dotted), purple (dash-double dotted) and dark cyan (solid)
thin and thick lines correspond to calculations using standard radius and halo radius,
respectively, in AW 95, AW 95 (γ-MN76), AW 95 (γ-MN95), AW 95 (γ-MS00) and AW 95 (γPD03). In Fig. 1 (a), AW 95 (with γ = 0.830) leads to shallowest nuclear potential compared to
other versions and AW 95 (γ-MN76)(with γ = 1.060)/AW 95 (γ-MS00)(with γ = 1.055) give
deepest nuclear potential. This is due to the reason that larger value of the surface energy
coefficient corresponds to more surface tension and hence, more attraction. However, when the
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halo radius deduced from the cross section measurements for 6He is included in the calculations
i.e. AW 95halo, the nuclear potentials corresponding to different versions of surface energy
coefficients are significantly lowered. This is due to the fact that halo radius of 6He nucleus

Figure 1: The nuclear potential VN (MeV) is displayed as a function of internuclear distance R (fm) for the
reactions of 6He +209Bi and 8B +58Ni. Various symbols are explained in the text.

(i.e. 2.71 fm, deduced from measurements [14]) is large compared to its standard radius (i.e. 2.09
fm, calculated using AW 95). Due to large halo radius, the nuclear forces start acting even at
larger distances and hence, resulting in deeper nuclear potential. Therefore, we find that largest
value of surface energy coefficient and inclusion of halo radius lead to deepest nuclear potential
and hence, lowest barrier height for the reaction of 6He + 209Bi. Similar study is also conducted
for the fusion reaction of 8B + 58Ni involving proton-halo projectile (shown in Fig. 1 (b)). The
observed trends are similar to that in earlier case, but, the changes observed in the depth of
nuclear potential in this case is less. This is because, the surface energy coefficient also depends
upon the asymmetry parameter (I) , which is zero in case of 8B + 58Ni and is non-zero (i.e. 0.21)
in the the case of 6He + 209Bi. Moreover, the difference between the halo radius of 8B nucleus
(i.e. 2.50 fm, deduced from measurements [14]) and its standard radius (i.e. 2.31 fm, calculated
using AW 95) is less compared to that in 6He case.
In Figs. 2 (a) and (b), the reduced fusion cross sections σreduced (mb) are displayed as a function of
reduced center of mass energy, E reduced (MeV) for the reactions of 6He+209Bi and 8B+58Ni,
respectively. We notice higher fusion cross sections corresponding to higher values of γ and
these values are comparatively higher for the halo case. This is because, halo radius and largest
value of γ give deepest nuclear potential and hence lowest Coulomb barrier. This results in
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enhanced fusion cross sections and a close agreement with experimental data in case of 8B+58Ni
reaction.

Figure 2: The reduced fusion cross-sections for the reactions of 6He + 209Bi and 8B + 58Ni as a function of
reduced center of mass energies. The experimental data is taken from Aguilera 2012 [15] and Aguilera 2011
[16]. Various lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.

This study reveals that surface energy coefficient plays a significant role in the fusion reactions
induced by the halo projectiles.

SUMMARY
We investigated the role of surface energy coefficient in the fusion reactions induced by the halo
projectiles by employing different modified versions of Aage Winther (AW 95) potential. From
this study, we concluded that larger value of surface energy coefficient leads to deeper nuclear
potential and enhanced fusion cross sections at all incident energies.
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